Contract Manufacturing, Variance/Custom Receivers
General Manufacturing Company offers a wide variety of contract manufacturing including CNC
milling, turning, assembly, and many other services for your custom projects or OEM needs.
Please send RFQ’s to info@generalmfg.net
We offer several different options for getting your brand name onto our quality billet and forged
lower receivers. If you are a 07 Manufacturer, we can guide you through the process to get an ATF
approved marking variance so that we can mark lowers with your info instead of ours which will
help you appeal to your local customer base. If you are a 01 Dealer, we can still help you
customize these lowers as well. We can also do special runs for groups, organizations, forums,
etc. with a minimum order of 25 parts.






















For 07 Manufacturers:
-Your Logo
-Your choice of model designation
-Your choice of serial number sequence
-Your choice of fire control markings
-Your choice of caliber markings
-Your business name, city, state as the manufacturer
-NO mention of General Manufacturing Company anywhere on the lower or packaging
-GMC will submit a variance request on your behalf which takes approximately 30 but
no more than 90 days to get approved with a ONE TIME per variance $50 fee.
-NO SETUP FEE! (Initial Order must be a minimum of 25 parts)
For 01 Dealers or Small Batch Custom Runs
-Your Logo
-Your choice of model designation
-Your choice of serial number sequence
-Your choice of fire control markings
-Your choice of caliber markings
-We must engrave "General Manufacturing Company, Bethel Park, PA" in a discreet
area on the side of the lower as the manufacturer
-No mention of General Manufacturing Company anywhere else on the lower or
packaging
-No marking variance request necessary – we can start on your custom order right
away!
NO SETUP FEE! (Initial Order must be a minimum of 25 parts)

How It Works:
Once we receive the requested info, we will prepare the ATF Marking Variance Request on
behalf of your company. We will send the variance to you for review, corrections. You will
sign the marking variance request and e-mail it back to us so we can submit your package to
ATF and start the wait time. Between 30-90 days after submission, the BATFE will send back
an e-mail to your company and ours at the same time when the variance is approved which
allows us to start work on your order. (01 Dealers and Custom Orders will skip the variance
step; however we still require all the info below in the same format) At this time our
engraving department will send you photos of an actual lower engraved with your info for
your approval before we start manufacturing your custom lowers.
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